
“Dots Ceramic is an elegant and sculptural perspective on the 
friendly coat hook, echoing the ideas of fine craftsmanship. The 
design has a reactive glaze that gives each Dots Ceramic an 
entirely unique surface, making for an artful expression and 
refined touch while treating your clothes with the greatest care. 
Designed in multiple colors and sizes, the Dots Ceramic can be 
arranged in any pattern imaginable to express your personal 
taste.” 
 
  — Lars Tornøe

Designed by Lars Tornøe / 2019

About the designer Lars Tornøe has won several awards such as Designer of the Year in Norway and the Award for 
Design Excellence. His work has been shown at many international exhibitions and The Dots for 
Muuto was part of the formerly exhibition at the Danish Design Centre.

Environment Indoor

Country of Production Portugal

Preassembled Yes - Mount to wall.

Description The Dots Ceramic bring an artful expression to a Muuto icon, made in earthenware with a reactive 
glaze for a unique look, giving each single piece a distinct look while referencing the ideas of 
traditional craftsmanship. Combine the design across various colors and sizes along with the Dots 
Wood and Dots Metal for a unique expression.

Material The Dots Ceramic is made from earthenware with glaze. The Dots Ceramic is made in an organic 
material. The surface is made with a reactive glaze, giving each single Dots Ceramic a unique 
expression. Slight color variations may appear as a natural characteristic of the design's materiality.

Cleaning & Care Clean with moist cloth.

Spareparts Dots Ceramic are sold with a French screw with M5 metric thread.
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Dimensions Ø 9 cm / 3.5"
Length:
Height:
Width:
Diameter:

9 cm / 3.5"
9 cm / 3.5"
4,4 cm / 1.75"
9 cm / 3.5"

Ø 13 cm / 5"
Length:
Height:
Width:
Diameter:

13 cm / 5"
13 cm / 5"
3,5 cm / 1.5"
13 cm / 5"

Ready-to-ship
Light Blue
Rose
Burnt Orange
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